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INDUSTRY AND TRADE

'Overall level of service is excellent; more particularly, its timely delivery and good knowledge of local legislation and industry 

specifics'.

Legal 500 EMEA, 2013

GRATA is a leading Eurasian law firm providing efficiently legal services to companies in                            
the area of industry and trade.

THE FIRM

Starting from 1992 GRATA has collaborated with international and local companies in all sectors of the 
economy, contributing to the organization and the success of their activities in Central Asia and Caspian region 
and, starting from 2014, in Russia. We offer a full range of legal services to assist and advise our clients. Our 
high level of performance and acknowledgement by our clients is confirmed by high ratings in respectable 
publications such as the “Legal 500”, “Chambers and Partners”, “Who's Who Legal” and many others.

Providing our clients with tailor made solutions for doing business in accordance with the requirements of the 
legislation for more than twenty years, we have gained a unique experience in establishment and legal support 
of businesses engaged in industry and trade.

The ability to offer value for money legal services, the knowledge of local law and established practice of its 
application allow us to assist clients in controlling their expenditures and getting the most efficient advice.

We have established a true partnership with team spirit, creativity and youthful energy that forms our unique 
style of working. Constant self-improvement and focus on cost effective success are the basis of our team 
development strategy. Our team consists of more than 100 highly qualified lawyers, who can resolve legal 
issues promptly and skillfully, no matter how complex the issue might be.

In 2014 we opened the office in Moscow and will be glad to assist our clients on commercial, corporate, tax, 
customs, labor and other matters in relation to legislation of the Russian Federation.
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OUR SERVICES

Our firm offers clients legal services in the following key areas:

Corporate Law

 Advising on choosing an organizational form for doing business in Russia 

 Proving establishment of legal entities (i.e., joint ventures), including preparing charters and shareholder    

            agreements and providing for the state registration of entities and shares' issues 

 Proving for opening of branches and representative offices 

 Legal due diligence in the framework of sale and purchase of companies' shares and assets and    

            investment projects 

 Structuring and full legal support of M&A transactions, including transaction structuring, development of 

            sale and purchase agreements and other transaction documents and obtaining the preliminary consent of  

            the antitrust authority

 Development of internal documents of legal entities 

Commercial Law

 Development and review of distribution, sale and purchase, agency, works, services and other agreements

 Obtaining a preliminary approval of the antimonopoly authority of terms and conditions of agreements and 

            other documents that restrict or may restrict competition

 Development/reviewing of policies on choice of counterparties and commercial policies with a view of 

            antitrust law and tax authorities requirements 

 Legal due diligence of candidates for distributorship/dealership and other counterparties 

 Advising on requirements and restrictions in connection with import and circulation in Russia of certain 

            goods

 Advising on compliance of advertising and marketing materials and events

 Advising on compliance of product labelling and packaging 

 Advising on intellectual property protection issues 

 Providing for inclusion of trademarks and other intellectual property in the customs register of intellectual 

            property objects 

 Pre-judicial settlement of disputes with counterparties and of consumer claims

Tax Law

 Tax consulting relating to application of tax legislation, including taxation of M&A transactions, taxation of 

            securities market transactions, tax exemptions, taxation of individuals

 Tax dispute resolution, in particular:
 Legal support during in-house and on-site tax audits;
 Drafting of objections to a tax audit report and participation in consideration of audit materials by a tax 
         authority;
 Drafting of appeals against a decision of a tax authority to higher tax authority and judicial;
 Client representation regarding refund of export VAT;
 Drafting of claims for recovery of accrued amounts to be prohibited until the decision of court is issued;
 Client representation in all court instances;
 Recovery of judicial representation costs.
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 Transfer pricing issues, among them audit of company's transactions with related parties and 

            transactions treated as equivalent to related-party transactions to identify controlled transactions, 

            preparing notifications on controlled transactions and the documents confirming them, drafting pricing 

            agreement and legal support during negotiations with tax authority

 Tax audit/tax due diligence for the purpose of identification of tax risks and tax overpayments, among 

            them legal support for recovering and offsetting overpaid corporate taxes

 Elaboration of solutions to enable companies to structure their activities tax effectively (tax planning)

 Legal protection before the law enforcement authorities that apply legislation on criminal liability in the 

            tax sphere

Real Estate and Construction 

 Comprehensive legal due diligence of real estate assets and development projects under 

            construction 

 Structuring of acquisitions and dispositions of real estate, participation of investors in real estate 

            projects, including tax structuring and corporate advice 

 Coordination and support for sale and purchase and other transactions with real estate including 

            preparation of all necessary transactional documentation, negotiation and closing

 Representing tenants at all stages of leases negotiation and closing 

 Advising business centre owners and property managers on preparation of standard lease 

            documentation, negotiation with tenants, operation and joint use of common facilities, establishment 

            of servitudes and development of other mechanisms for protection of real estate owner interests 

 Advising on and support of financing the development projects 

 Drafting of and assisting with negotiation, execution and fulfilment of design, build and other 

            construction works and services agreements necessary for completion of a construction or renovation 

            project, including adaptation and use in Russia of various international construction contractual forms

 Providing for state registration of rights to real estate

 Representing clients in courts of all instances as well as in the course of arbitration and third party 

            settlement procedures 

Dispute Resolution

 Pre-judicial settlement of disputes, mediation in order to settle disputes amicably without recourse to 

            courts

 Development of case theory and advising on the perspectives and strategy of litigation in the light of 

            further enforcement of rulings in relevant jurisdictions

 Representation of interests in courts of general jurisdiction and commercial courts of all instances

 Representation in domestic and international arbitration 

 Enforcement of court rulings and foreign arbitral awards in Russia, representation in course of 

            enforcement proceedings

 Legal representation in course of state audits during administrative and court proceedings 
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Employment Law

 Development of bylaws, internal policies, model employment contracts, HR documentation

 Advising on adaptation and implementation of internal policies of foreign companies in Russian subsidiaries 

 Advising on engaging foreign employees, legal support in migration procedures, legal due diligence of 

            authorizations obtained and compliance with migration formalities by employers 

 Audit of HR documentation in order to reveal and eliminate defects and avoid sanctions imposed by 

            controlling authorities 

 Ongoing support of employers on employment matters on a daily basis and/or as complex issues arise, 

            including in course of redundancy, dismissals, and dissolution of companies

 Legal support of employers in course of state labour audits, i.e., by labour inspection, prosecutors, etc.

 Pre-judicial settlement and representation in courts on labour and labour related disputes

Finance and Banking 

 Structuring and legal support of business financing (including contributions to the property and charter 

            capital, loans and securities issuing)

 Advising on banking and currency regulation

 Structuring and legal support of financial leasing

 Structuring and legal support of assignment of rights of claim and debt restructuring

 Representing in the course of insolvency procedures

GRATA MOSCOW OFFICE TEAM EXPERTISE

Automotive Industry

 Advising one of the world's largest automotive manufacturers regarding tax regimes applicable to import of 

            vehicles in Russia and developing the most adequate scheme of import in terms of taxation

 Advising a leading European automotive manufacturer regarding structuring contractual relations in Russia

         Advising a leading automotive manufacturer in the Republic of Kazakhstan regarding customs clearance 

            and taxation when importing vehicles in Russia

         Advising a large Russian company as to tax consequences which may be suffered by the concessionaire 

           when operating under a concession agreement providing for indemnification against any loss 

           caused to federal public roads by vehicles with the gross laden weight of over 12 t

         Advising a Russian official distributor of the German farm machinery regarding taxation issues related to 

            warranty repairs

         Advising one of the largest foreign automotive manufacturers as to deployment of production facilities and 

            offices as well as capital repairs of industrial plants when implementing a project providing for incorporation 

            of a subsidiary company in Russia

         Legal support in connection with the siting of the headquarters of a Russian subsidiary of a European 

            automotive manufacturer, including lease of the building, architectural planning works, general construction 

            works, finishing works

 Advising a foreign manufacturer of heavy vehicles when implementing a project providing for acquisition of a 

            building and adjacent facilities for the purpose of opening a service center

 Legal support of purchase and sale of land plots designed to accommodate industrial facilities

 All-in-one support of a business unit of a large international automotive manufacturer when entering the 

            Russian market as well as providing external management services

 Legal support of project lending and shared financing when incorporating an automotive manufacturing 

            company
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Life Science Industry

 Advising a Russian subsidiary of a major international medical devices manufacturer on its day-to-day 

           activities (including contracts, state procurement issues, advertising and protection of intellectual property)

 Advising one of the largest international pharmaceutical companies regarding distribution and promotion of 

            its products in Russia

 Advising an international pharmaceutical company regarding compliance of business activity carried out by 

            its representative office in Russia with the applicable laws of the Russian Federation

 Advising international and European pharmaceutical companies regarding clinical trials contracts and 

            collaboration with health care professionals 

 Advising a European pharmaceutical company regarding adaptation and implementation of its internal 

            policies in Russia

 Advising a medical equipment manufacturer regarding tax regimes and civil law issues in connection with 

            import of products to Russia

 Representing a Russian business unit of a large European pharmaceutical company within pre-trial and 

            court settlement of labor disputes related to dismissal of personnel thereof

 Contesting a decision of the Department of the Federal Supervisory Service for Healthcare for Moscow and 

            Moscow Region on holding a Russian business unit of an international pharmaceutical company 

            administratively liable for violation of licensing terms and conditions when conducting its business activity

 Representing one of the largest Russian pharmaceutical companies in connection recovery of a debt 

            accrued under an agency agreement

Consumer Goods and Retail

 Advising a leading international manufacturer of sportswear regarding certification and state  registration of

            its products in Russia

 Advising a leading international manufacturer of jeans regarding advertising and labeling of its products in 

            Russia

 Advising the largest Russian manufacturer and seller of sportswear regarding taxation of its products 

            manufactured outside Russia and subsequent import thereof in the country

 Legal due diligence of business units of one of the largest Russian distribution networks of perfumes and 

            cosmetics; advising regarding mitigation and elimination of risks identified

 Preparing contracts in connection with business activities of an E-commerce operator in Russia 

Food Processing Industry

 Legal due diligence of a Russian confectionery products manufacturing group

 Advising a European private investment fund in relation to the sale of a share in the authorized capital of a 

            Russian manufacturer of confectionery products

 Advising one of the largest Russian manufacturers of confectionery products regarding VAT refund issues

 Advising one of the largest Russian companies regarding import and sale of frozen sea foods and applicable 

            tax regimes when developing an adequate business structure
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Equipment and Building Materials
 Advising a foreign manufacturer of heavy vehicles when implementing a project for the acquisition of a 
            building and adjacent facilities for the purpose of opening a service centre in Moscow region

 Advising a leading world manufacturer of agricultural equipment and machinery on acquisition and lease 
            of land sites and premises for location of production facilities in Russia

 Developing a model distribution agreement and the policy for distributors selection for a Russian 

            subsidiary of a Swiss production equipment manufacturer

 Advising a Russian manufacturer of textiles regarding equipment leasing, including but not limited to, 

            issues related to installation and commissioning of manufacturing lines

 Representing one of the world's largest manufacturers of ceramic ware in a tax litigation in connection 

            with license fee recordkeeping

 Representing one of the largest Russian manufacturers of polyethylene products in a tax litigation related 

            to recordkeeping of marketing and leased property insurance costs and expenses 

Agriculture

 Representing a Russian manufacturer of agricultural products in a legal proceeding upon a claim for 

            invalidity of real estate purchase and sale contracts entered into in the course of implementing a project 

            for acquisition of municipal lands

 Representing a Russian manufacturer of agricultural products in legal proceedings initiated by a 

            municipal authority claiming for invalidity of a registered ownership of a non-residential premises

 Representing a Russian manufacturer of agricultural products in legal proceedings in connection with 

            contesting decisions of the Department of the Federal Service for State Registration, Cadaster and 

            Cartography for the Moscow Region on the state registration of a restriction on disposal of a land plot as 

            well as a decision of the municipal district administration (Moscow Region) on refusal to let land plots into 

            lease

 Advising one of the largest Russian companies regarding efficient structuring of business in terms of tax 

            regimes applicable to import of seeds
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CONTACTS 

Andrei Soukhomlinov

Managing Partner, Moscow Office Director, GRATA Russia

Tel.: +7 (495) 660 11 84

E-mail: asoukhomlinov@gratanet.com

Eldar Ziatdinov

Director of Tax Law Department, Tax Attorney

Tel.: +7 (495) 660 11 84

Email: eziatdinov@gratanet.com

Yana Dianova

Senior Associate, Director of Corporate and Commercial Law Department 

Tel.: +7 (495) 660 11 84

Email: ydianova@gratanet.com

Alexandra Anufrieva  

Senior Associate, Head of Arbitration and Litigation practice 

Tel.: +7 (495) 660 11 84

Email: aanufrieva@gratanet.com
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